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Anonymised manuscript:  

Introduction: 

Radiographer reporting of radiographs is well established in the United Kingdom. 

Although preliminary image interpretation by radiographers was recognised in the 

1980’s1, the Society and College of Radiographer’s position was that radiographers 

should be extending their skills in providing written reports.2 By 2012 it was 

acknowledged that reporting radiographers (RRs) add real value to reporting services 

in the UK.3 Today there is an ever growing radiographer reporting establishment and 

more are required to report imaging studies.4,5  This has no doubt been accelerated by 

the severe shortage of radiologists6 but with major reform of diagnostic services 

planned for the next 5 years, working across traditional boundaries is in the NHS long-

term plan. The recommendations are for radiographers to report at least 50% of plain x-

rays.7  

 

A number of studies have evaluated radiographer reporting accuracy of skeletal 

radiographs.8,9 Radiographers demonstrated a high level of accuracy, sensitivity and 

specificity for skeletal trauma reports in a large UK based study.10 A meta-analysis of 

12 studies found that radiographers accurately report radiographs in clinical practice 

with no significant difference between radiographers and radiologists11. 

 

The abdomen x-ray (AXR) has been reported to be overused and unhelpful.12 Many 

studies have questioned its continued use in clinical practice given the low diagnostic 

yield.13-17 Smith et al.18 state it should be reserved for specific conditions. Others 

advocate its continued use for bowel obstruction, identification of foreign bodies, 
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location of catheters and follow up urinary stones19 and the Royal College of 

Radiologists (RCR) guidelines also continue to justify the AXR for certain pathological 

conditions.20 Despite CT scanning being widely available and stated limited value of the 

AXR, it remains a commonly requested examination and is likely to remain so for 

specific conditions well into the future.  

 

The AXR can be difficult to interpret 21 and the chest x-ray is considered a complex 

imaging investigation22. Therefore, it could be assumed studies comparing consultant 

radiologists with reporting radiographers in chest and abdomen reporting may yield 

similar results. Woznitza et al.22 compared the diagnostic accuracy of radiographer 

chest x-ray interpretation to consultant radiologists. This incorporated a range of 

pathologies, and although it did not take place in the clinical setting, it showed that 

reporting radiographer accuracy was similar to that of consultant radiologists. One 

study specifically analysed AXR interpretation by radiographers compared to a 

radiologist. However, the scope of this study was limited in several ways: the sample 

size of AXRs, training of radiographers (not reporting radiographers) and range of 

pathologies included.23 

 

Studies have shown that radiographers can accurately report musculoskeletal and 

chest x-rays but there is paucity of research exploring the performance of 

radiographers reporting AXRs in the clinical setting. The aim of this study was to 

explore the performance of radiographers in a District General Hospital reporting AXRs.  
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Objectives: 

The principal objective of this research was to assess the interobserver agreement in  

AXR reports for a non-gastrointestinal consultant radiologist and reporting 

radiographers compared to an index gastrointestinal consultant radiologist. As this 

research was intended to reflect clinical practice, it also aimed to determine the effect 

of discordant reports on patient management and outcome.  

 

Methods:  

Participants:  

Convenience sampling was used in this study. An independent gatekeeper approached 

the participants to ascertain an expression of interest in taking part. Three reporting 

radiographers, one consultant radiologist, one index gastrointestinal consultant 

radiologist and one colorectal consultant surgeon agreed to participate in the study. 

The three radiographers in this study had between 27 and 31 years experience in 

general radiography and all had completed a post graduate programme in AXR 

reporting. Years of experience independently reporting AXRs ranged from 1 to 3 years. 

The consultant radiologist had over 30 years experience as a radiology consultant and 

regularly undertakes radiographic reporting sessions. The index radiologist had 6 years 

experience as a specialist consultant. The surgeon had 2.5 years experience as a 

consultant actively participating in multidisciplinary team meetings.  

 

Sample size:   

This study is based on a standard superiority test with values of 0.05 and 0.2 for type 1 

and type 2 errors and a standard 5% inferiority difference which is acceptable in clinical 
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practice.25 126 AXR’s were required to be reported by the radiographers and the 

consultant radiologist to adequately power the study.25 

 

Data collection: 

As the study was intended to reflect clinical practice, existing AXR reports made by the 

radiographers were randomly collected. Data was collected over a 10 month period. 

Only examinations that had no previous abdominal imaging (radiographs, ultrasound 

and cross sectional imaging) were included in the study because the consultant 

radiologist and index radiologist did not have access to previous imaging when 

rereporting the AXRs. Using Microsoft Excel, a random sample of 42 AXR reports for 

each radiographer was included to avoid limited selection bias. 

 

All 126 AXRs were pseudonymised by removing patient identifying data in a specially 

created work folder on a Philips Picture Archiving Communications System (PACS). 

The gender, age and clinical history of the patient for each AXR was provided in a 

separate workbook. The index and consultant radiologists were asked to report the 

AXRs blinded to the original report. The index radiologist reports were then compared 

against the consultant radiologist and radiographer reports for observer agreement.  

 

A surgeon was asked to assess all the reports made by the index radiologist compared 

to the radiographers (group 1) and index radiologist compared to the consultant 

radiologist (group 2). 30 reports from group 1 were included in group 2 for comparison 

and vice versa so that terminology differences between the radiographers and the 

consultant radiologist could not influence the surgeon’s decision.  It was decided to 

include all reports, including those that were in apparent agreement so as not to bias 
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the surgeon’s decision on scoring.29  When comparing the reports, the surgeon was 

provided with the gender, age and clinical history of the patient, the index and observer 

reports. The surgeon was aware of which report the index radiologist had made but 

blinded to the author of the comparative report. The scoring system was adapted from 

a similar study 27 and scored as follows: 

 

1 The index radiologist and observer reports agree.  

2 Minor disagreement between the index radiologist and observer reports but no change 

in patient management.  

3 Major disagreement between the index report and observer reports which would have 

resulted in a change in patient management.  

 

Following scoring, all major disagreements were highlighted to the referrer of the AXR 

for appropriate patient management.  

 

Statistical analysis:  

Percentages with 95% confidence intervals applying the Wilson procedure 30 were used 

to compare the radiographers and consultant radiologist with the index radiologist. The 

difference in proportions test (z score) was used and is appropriate for larger sample 

sizes with a normal distribution.31 This was calculated using the Vassar Stats package 

applying the two tailed probability value.32 It highlighted any significant difference in 

overall, minor and major disagreement between the radiographers and consultant 

radiologist compared to the index radiologist. 25   
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Ethics:  

Ethical approval was obtained from Canterbury Christ Church University prior to study 

commencement. Participant consent and information was provided but patient consent 

was not required. The Research and Development Department at Ashford and St 

Peter’s Hospitals NHS Trust considered the study met the definition of service 

evaluation and did not require formal NHS Research Ethics Committee or Health 

Research Authority approvals. Local confirmation of capacity and capability was not 

applicable.  

 

Results:  

A total of 991 AXRs were reported by the radiographers between January and October 

2021 (Figure 1).  After excluding examinations with previous abdominal imaging, 259 

AXRs were eligible for inclusion in the study. To obtain the sample size for each 

radiographer, 133 AXR reports were randomly excluded so that 42 AXR reports were 

included for each radiographer. A total of 126 AXRs were included in the final study 

which were rereported by the index radiologist and consultant radiologist. Interobserver 

agreement was then assessed by the consultant surgeon.  

 

An equal number of male and female patients were included in the study with a mean 

age of 57 years. The referral source for those AXRs included in the study are shown in 

Table 1. The majority were from the emergency department (n=112/126) followed by 

in-patients (n=9/126) and general practice (n=5/126). No outpatients were included. 

There are few indications for requesting an AXR in the outpatient setting 20, 33 and thus 

it is unsurprising that none were randomly selected. The reasons for referral are shown 

in Table 1. The most common referral was to investigate suspected bowel obstruction 
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(41%), followed by abdominal pain (9.5%). These are common reasons for requesting 

an AXR in clinical practice 20, 33-35       

The overall agreement for the consultant radiologist compared to index radiologist was 

71.4% (95% CI, 62.6 - 79) and for the radiographers compared to the index radiologist 

was 74.6% (95% CI, 66 - 81.7). Major disagreements, where the report would have 

resulted in change in patient management, was 18.3% (95% CI, 12.2 - 26.3) for the 

consultant radiologist compared to the index radiologist and 13.5% (95% CI, 8.3 - 21) 

for the radiographers compared to the index radiologist (Table 2; figures 2a and 2b).  

There was no significant difference between the consultant radiologist and 

radiographers in identifying a normal examination (z = -1.21 and p = 0.23). Overall 

agreement between the consultant radiologist and radiographers was similar                

(z = -0.57 and p = 0.57). No significant difference was found for major or minor 

disagreements between the consultant radiologist and radiographers (Figures 2a and 

2b). Figures 3a and 3b show no significant difference in major disagreement between 

the radiographers compared to the consultant radiologist. 

 

Reasons for the major disagreements between the reports made by the radiographers 

and consultant radiologist are shown in table 3. Faecal loading was the most common 

error with a higher tendency to overcall across both groups (3.6% compared to 2.4%); 

the radiographers tended to overcall faecal loading. Excluding faecal loading in the 

major disagreements did not significantly influence performance between both groups 

(z = -1.05 and p = 0.29). 
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Figure 1: AXRs included in the study: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
a Data collected over a period of 10 months. 

b,c  30 reports moved to the other group when being assessed for agreement by the consultant surgeon. 

Total number of AXRs already reported by the reporting radiographers: 

n = 991 a 

 

Total number of AXRs excluded due to previous abdominal imaging: 

n = 732 (74%) 

 
Total number of AXRs eligible for inclusion in the study: 

n = 259 (26%) 

 
Total number of AXRs eligible for inclusion in the study per reporting radiographer:  

Reporting Radiographer A - n = 135 (52%) 

                                   Reporting Radiographer B - n =  66  (26%) 

                                   Reporting Radiographer C - n =  58  (22%) 

 
Total number of AXRs randomly excluded in the study: 

Reporting Radiographer A -  n = 93 (69%) 

Reporting Radiographer B -  n = 24 (36%) 

Reporting Radiographer C -  n = 16 (28%) 

 

Number of AXRs per reporting radiographer included in the study: 

Reporting Radiographer A -  n = 42 

Reporting Radiographer B -  n = 42 

           Reporting Radiographer C -  n = 42      (n = 126) 

 

Total number of AXRs re reported by the 
index gastrointestinal radiologist: 

n = 126 

 

Total number of AXRs re reported by the 
consultant radiologist: 

n = 126 

 

AXRs reported by the index gastrointestinal 
radiologist compared to the reporting 

radiographers for interobserver agreement by 
the consultant surgeon:  

        n = 126 c  

        (Total, 252 reports compared) 

 

AXRs  reported by the index 
gastrointestinal radiologist compared to the 

consultant radiologist for             
interobserver agreement by the consultant 

surgeon: 

n = 126 b 
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Table 1: Referral source and clinical details of patients included:  

 

Referral source                     Value   (%) 

 

Outpatient / n (%)     0/0   (0) 

In Patient / n (%)     9/126   (7) 

GP / n (%)      5/126   (4) 

Emergency Department / n (%)    112/126  (89) 

 

Reasons for referral     Value   (%) 

 

? Bowel obstruction, n (%)    52  (41) 

? Small bowel obstruction, n (%)    2  (1.6)  

? Colitis / inflammation, n (%)    1     (0.8) 

? Constipation, n (%)     4  (3.2) 

? Obstruction and perforation, n (%)   10  (8) 

? Gastroenteritis, n (%)     1  (0.8)  

? Foreign body, n (%)     6  (4.7) 

? Toxic megacolon, n (%)    1  (0.8)  

? Pseudo-obstruction, n (%)    1  (0.8) 

? Faecal impaction, n (%)    2  (1.6) 

? Perforated ulcer, n (%)    1  (0.8) 

? Volvulus, n (%)     2  (1.6) 

? Abdominal infection / abscess, n (%)   1  (0.8) 

? Distended loops of bowel, n (%)   3  (2.4) 

? Perforation, n (%)     4  (3.2) 

? Renal tract stone, n (%)    3  (2.4) 

? Bowel wall thickening, n (%)    1  (0.8) 

? Faecal loading, n (%)     5  (4)    

Umbilical pain and vomiting, n (%)   1  (0.8)  

Right upper quadrant pain, n (%)   1  (0.8) 

Right Iliac fossa pain, n (%)    1  (0.8)  

Rule out an acute abdomen, n (%)   1  (0.8)  

Left lower quadrant pain, n (%)    1  (0.8)  

Generalised abdominal tenderness, n (%)  1  (0.8)  

Abdominal pain, n (%)     12  (9.5)  
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Table 1: continued: 

 
Reasons for referral       Value   (%) 

 

Abdominal pain and guarding, n (%)     1  (0.8)  

Nausea and vomiting, n (%)     5  (4) 

Diarrhoea, n (%)      2  (1.6) 

 

  

 

Table 2: Observer agreement for reporting AXRs between the index gastrointestinal 
radiologist, consultant radiologist and reporting radiographers: 

   

Agreement with the Index Radiologist                        CRa                                  RRsb                       

 

Normal examination      

Yes, n (%)          89 (70.6)         80 (63.5)   

No, n (%)          37 (29.4)         46 (36.5) 

Overall agreement,   n (%) (95% CI)c       90 (71.4) (62.6 - 79)        94 (74.6) (66 - 81.7)  

Minor disagreement, n (%) (95% CI)c       13 (10.3) (5.8 - 17.3)        15 (11.9) (7 - 19.2)  

Major disagreement, n (%) (95% CI)c       23 (18.3) (12.2 - 26.3)                 17 (13.5) (8.3 - 21)  

Major disagreement RR1, n (%) (95% CI)c          6 (14) (6 - 29) 

Major disagreement RR2, n (%) (95% CI)c           6 (14) (6 - 29) 

Major disagreement RR3, n (%) (95% CI)c           5 (12) (4.5 - 26) 
  
a Consultant Radiologist.    b All three Reporting Radiographers.    c 95% CI’s including continuity correction. 
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p value - applying the two tail probability.  
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Figure 2a: Agreement with the index gastrointestinal radiologist 

Consultant Radiologist Reporting Radiographers
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Figure 2b: Agreement with the index gastrointestinal radiologist: 
confidence intervals 

Consultant Radiologist Reporting Radiographers

z = -0.57, p = 0.57 

z = -0.40, p = 0.69 

z = -1.03, p = 0.30 
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p value - applying the two tail probability 
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Figure 3a: Major disagreement between the 3 reporting radiographers 
compared to the consultant radiologist 
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Figure 3b: Major disagreement between the 3 reporting radiographers 
compared to the consultant radiologist: confidence intervals  

z = -0.59, p = 0.56 

z = -0.96, p = 0.34 
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Table 3: Breakdown of major disagreements by the consultant radiologist and reporting 
radiographers: 

  

Discrepancy        CRa RRsb         %   
 

Reported by the gastrointestinal radiologist but not the observers: 

PR (rectal) examination suggested in the report.    2              (0.8)  

Thumb printing of the large bowel.      1 1           (0.8)  

Possible stone reported overlying the right side of the pelvis.   1 1          (0.8) 

Significant faecal loading.       4 2           (2.4) 

Misplaced urinary catheter.      1 1           (0.8) 

Stone in the ureterovesical junction.      1 1          (0.8)  

CT examination suggested to further evaluate prominent loops of bowel.  1 1           (0.8) 

CT examination suggested to further evaluate significant faecal loading.  1 1           (0.8)  

CT examination suggested to further evaluate a moderately dilated stomach. 1                         (0.4)  

CT examination suggested for possible bony sclerotic lesions.   1              (0.4) 

Kidney stone in the left kidney.       2             (0.8) 

Possible pelvic mass.       1              (0.4) 

 

Reported by the observers but not the gastrointestinal radiologist:  

Mucosal oedema suggestive of Crohn’s disease.    1             (0.4) 

Faecal loading.        4 5          (3.6) 

Gallstones.         1          (0.4)  

Appearances suggestive of large bowel obstruction.     1          (0.4) 

Appearances suggestive of small bowel obstruction.     1          (0.4)  

Pancreatic calcification.        1          (0.4)  

Volvulus suspected.        1             (0.4) 
  

 

 Total         23 17         16% 

 
a Consultant Radiologist     b All three Reporting Radiographers 
% CR + RRs (n = 252 reported by the observers) 
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Discussion:  

Research comparing reporting radiographer AXR reports with a consultant radiologist is 

very limited. Although one study reported a 100% accuracy rate 23, variation between 

experienced consultant radiologists has been reported as considerable with 

concordance at 51%.24 Chest x-ray reporting by reporting radiographers compares 

favourably with consultant radiologists 22 and therefore it is possible that the accuracy 

of reporting radiographer reports compared to consultant radiologists would not be 

significantly different for AXRs. 126 AXRs were therefore required to power the study. 

 

Previous comparative studies have recognised interobserver variation between 

radiologists and that validity of research could be limited if a report is assumed to be 

accurate by measuring sensitivity and specificity.26,27 Interobserver variation is 

considerable for AXRs 24 and therefore observer agreement was adopted in this 

research.  

 

Measuring the effects of image interpretation is important.28 Previous studies have 

evaluated the radiographer academic performance in reporting radiographic 

examinations. As this research aimed to assess reporting radiographers in the clinical 

setting, it was important to establish how any discordant reports were interpreted by a 

clinician which could affect patient management. A surgeon was therefore asked to 

assess all the reports made by the index radiologist compared to the radiographers and 

consultant radiologist. 

 

This study found comparable agreement between the radiographers and a consultant 

radiologist (71.4% CR and 74.6% RRs) with no statistically significantly difference (z = -
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0.57, p = 0.57). Interobserver agreement may seem low but a previous study found 

three experienced radiologists independently reported 97 AXRs with concordance 

between readers of 51%.24  In this previous study, major disagreements accounted for 

8-18% which is similar to that found in the current study but major discrepancies were 

classified differently. An important part of this study was to identify if any of the 

discordant reports made by the radiographers would have resulted in a change in 

patient management. There was no statistically significant difference between the 

radiographers and consultant radiologist (18.3% CR and 13.5% RRs, z = -1.03, p = 

0.30). Suh et al 21 compared major discordant reports between emergency physicians 

and gastrointestinal radiologists and a 16% discrepancy rate was found, similar to the 

results found in this research.  

 

Major disagreement rates between the radiographers were comparable despite post 

qualification experience (12-14%). In the current study, experience of the reporting 

radiographer did not appear to influence report concordance. Minor disagreements 

between the consultant radiologist and index radiologist and radiographers and index 

radiologist were found. Minor disagreements would not have changed patient 

management however, no statistically significant difference was found between the 

consultant radiologist and radiographers (10.3% CR and 11.9% RRs, z = -0.40, p = 

0.69). As with major disagreements, the majority of minor discordant reports were due 

to under calling and overcalling minor faecal loading. The consultant surgeon 

evaluating the reports considered faecal loading important in patient management, 

however, both Bertin et al.36 and Driver et al.37 contend that the degree of faecal 

loading does not correlate well with symptoms of constipation and aid diagnosis. 

Importantly, faecal loading is difficult to determine on the AXR 33 which may explain the 

level of discordant reports between the groups in this study. Excluding faecal loading in 
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the major disagreements did not significantly change the relative performance. 

Previous studies do not emphasise faecal loading in discordant reports.21  

 

Limitations:  

There are limitations to this study.38,39 The data was collected from a single NHS 

hospital site which could have implications on the reproducibility of the results. Future 

larger studies should increase radiographer and radiologist participation from differing 

organisations and interobserver assessment from more than one consultant surgeon 

would increase the validity of the results by eliminating individual bias. Random 

selection of AXR reports was used in this study. Stratified randomisation was not 

employed due to the limited number of AXR reports made by the radiographers. 

Justification for the AXR continues to be debated and future larger studies could 

compare reports for specific indications such as foreign bodies, catheter location, follow 

up urinary stones and obstruction.19  

 

It is possible that the radiographers asked for a second opinion from a consultant 

radiologist before finalising their AXR report. However, this is unlikely to have affected 

the results as radiographers are required to state in the report if an opinion was sought 

and there was no evidence of a second opinion being recorded in the reports included 

in the current sample. The consultant radiologist was aware of the study and the 

Hawthorne effect impacting on behaviour could have affected the results.40 The 

consultant radiologist rereported AXRs and was aware that all their reports were being 

compared to the radiographers which may have changed their normal reporting 

behaviour in clinical practice. In future studies increasing the sample size and informing 

the radiologist that not every reported examination will be included in the final data 

analysis may help to address this. 
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When comparing interobserver agreement of AXR reports, it was possible that the 

consultant surgeon recognised reporting phrases employed by reporters which could 

have influenced their decision making. To reduce this possibility 30 reports from each 

group were placed in the other group when scoring took place and the surgeon was not 

aware of the observer’s profession apart from the index radiologist. A qualitative 

analysis of AXR reports was not undertaken as part of this study but differences 

between radiologist and radiographer reporting terminology could have influenced the 

scoring of reports. Future studies may use a qualitative approach to elaborate on 

quantitative data.  

 

Conclusion:  

This study suggests that reporting radiographers are able to report AXRs in clinical 

practice to the same level of agreement as a consultant radiologist with no significant 

difference in overall, minor or major disagreements. This study addresses the paucity 

of research in AXR reporting by radiographers. It provides reassurance that the 

radiographer reporting service at a local District General Hospital is comparable to a 

consultant radiologist and provides evidence more widely that adequately trained 

radiographers can report AXRs equal to that of a general consultant radiologist.  

 

 

 

Word count 2637 
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